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COMMITMENT 
TO A BETTER WORLD



OUR PURPOSE

As Jewish people we have a responsibility to improve our world.
Stand Up exists to channel the collective willpower, expertise and
compassion of the Australian Jewish community to grasp and fulfil
this responsibility.

OUR VISION

Australian Jews realising a just Australia where everyone has the
opportunity to thrive – unconstrained by attitudes and systems that
entrench disadvantage.

OUR MISSION

Inspiring and mobilising the Australian Jewish community and
working together with marginalised communities to tackle
Australia’s most pressing social challenges through action and
education.

Stand up respectfully acknowledges the Boon Wurrung and Wurrundjeri
people of the Kulin Nation and Gadigal and Bedegal people of the Eora
Nation as the Traditional Owners of the land on which we work and
learn. We pay our respects to the First Nations peoples and their Elders,
past and present and support the continuation of cultural, spiritual and
educational practices of First Nations peoples.
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C H A I R ' S
R E P O R T

D e a n  L e v i t a n

 

At Stand Up, we believe that, as Jews, we
have a responsibility to improve our world --
and I am grateful to be the Chair of an
organisation that doesn't just accept this
responsibility but embraces it with energy,
optimism and conviction. 

While our programs stagnated during COVID-
19 despite the best efforts of our staff to
keep them running online, they have come
back to life in 2022. It has been a thrill to
see them kicking goals again. 

We managed to visit our friends in Toomelah
& Boggabilla for a mini trip for the first time
since January 2020; We've partnered with 6
Jewish day schools to deliver empowering
social justice-themed programs. Our Come
Together program – where we gather as
small groups to engage in truth-telling
conversations with First Nations people – is
starting to gather exciting momentum. Come
Together is an important and timely project in
the context of the growing community
dialogue about the Voice to Parliament.  

One of Stand Up's other key achievements
this year has been joining the JCA as a
provisional member organisation. For many
years, Stand Up has dreamt of growing our
impact in NSW, and becoming a household
name in the Sydney Jewish community. The
JCA is helping us realise that dream, and for
that I am deeply grateful to all of JCA's
members and supporters. We look forward to
many more years of partnership with the JCA
and all of its member organisations.  

For a small organisation, I'm really proud
of the amount of quality work Stand Up is
doing to engage the Jewish community to
create a fairer and more just world. But
we aren't complacent. We know there's
more work to do, and we believe Stand
Up can and should be doing more to
engage with more people and
consistently increase our impact. And with
the team we've got in place, I have
absolute confidence that we'll make
significant steps forward towards
achieving our audacious vision in the
coming months and years.

Stand Up is powered by the passion of
our people - led by our extraordinary
CEO, Courtney Winter-Peters. We initially
interviewed CWP for the position of
General Manager in late 2021, but when
the CEO position became available in
early 2022, our Board immediately
thought of CWP to fill the role of CEO
instead – and we haven’t regretted it for
a moment. I am often in awe of her
tireless and passionate commitment to
the work we do.  
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The late Rabbi Jonathan Sacks said that
good leaders create followers, but great
leaders create leaders. CWP has created an
incredible team of leaders, each of whom
put their heart and soul into creating,
implementing and leading high-impact
programs. I want to publicly thank Dan
Samowitz, Zoe Kestenberg, Speedy Shatari,
Joel McCarrol, Fran Rutstein, Gali Brooks
and Tahlia Bowen for driving us towards our
vision every single day

I also to thank our Board members, each of
whom have busy lives and important
responsibilities, yet create the time and find
the energy to make our organisation
stronger and better. In the past year, we've
also had the pleasure of appointing Bill
Appleby, Natalie Ranki-Goldman, Adam
Steinberg and Jo Hurwitz to join the Board. 

The amazing work being done by our staff is
empowered by the unwavering support of
our donors who make it all possible. We are
incredibly lucky to have so many people who
support our values and our vision year in,
year out. As a result, Stand Up enjoys a
healthy financial position, which enables us
to relentlessly pursue our goals. 

We have big plans for 2023 and beyond.
Watch this space. 

Onwards and upwards,
Dean.

Arnold and Lane Shmerling, two of Stand Up's
founders, were honoured with Order of Australia
Medals (OAM).

Lane continues to volunteer for Stand Up and
Arnold remains a valued Board member.

C H A I R ' S
R E P O R T

D e a n  L e v i t a n
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When it was announced approximately 12 months
ago that I was moving to Stand Up, the question I
was asked most often was, “what is your plan for
Stand Up?”. My answer was that Stand Up needed
the chance to breathe again after lockdown. Just
as the world was waking up again, so was Stand
Up; slightly nervous, looking a bit new but ready to
put ourselves out there again. 

This year, I am pleased to say that all programs are
up and running. Are we sill feeling the impacts of
COVID? Slightly. But Stand Up holds such a strong
place in the hearts and minds of our supporters, a
meaningful relationship with our partners and a
valuable place in our community, that we will keep
making inroads to a more just society.

Will this be done in one day? No. For Stand Up, our
work is about a ripple effect. We received the
incredible news that JCA have welcomed us as
their newest supported member of communal
organisations. It is such an honour to lead Stand Up
at this pivotal time, with the support and
encouragement of the Sydney community behind
us. 

I want to thank our team of passionate Board
members for being so encouraging and supportive
of both me and the team. We have had some
exciting conversations about our plans for the
future, and I look forward to seeing where we are
in a year from now.

To our volunteers and supporters, I thank you for
believing in our vision. We wouldn’t be able to
achieve our goals without you. I always encourage
people to reach out to me to hear more about our
plans.

C E O ' S
R E P O R T

C o u r t n e y  W i n t e r - P e t e r s

Thank you to our partners, Children’s
Ground, CMY-CSG and the communities of
Toomelah & Boggabilla for being open and
honest and working with us to be bold,
imaginative and impactful. Our partnerships
are reinforced by our principles and our
theory of change, which guide our work and
ensure we are always being as strategic and
effective as possible. This includes the
Jewish Day schools in VIC and NSW, as well
as our Step Up partners that we have
worked with to provide empowering and
engaging programs.

To the staff - what a group! We all feel the
weight of the world on our shoulders from
our desire to make change and inspire
others. The staff have shown incredible
resilience, patience and creativity; being
able to navigate through the transition of
new leadership, the development and
implementation of new programs and the
desire to be impactful while often being
under-resourced. It is such a privilege to
come to work with a highly motivated and
dedicated group who truly believe in the
good of people and the world around us.

As for the year to come? We will be
exploring what the “Lifecycle of Stand Up”
means and encouraging our team to BE
BOLD. 

Are you ready for the journey with us?
Courtney
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MEET THE TEAM

(Chief Operating Officer)
she/her

Courtney
Winter Peters

Joel
McCarroll 
(Come Together 
Coordinator) he/him

Speedy Shatari 

(General Manager, 
Programs & Engagement)
they/them

 (General Manager,
Operations) she/her

Zoe
Kestenberg

(First Nations
Partnerships Coordinator)

she/her

Tahlia Bowen

 (Refugee Programs
Coordinator)

she/her

Gali Brooks

Dan 
Samowitz
(Manager of Education
Programs) he/him

Fran 
Rutstein
(Admin Coordinator) 
she/her 
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Our flagship programs for empowering future generations.

Our educational work with the Jewish community is multi-dimensional. We aim 
to provide Jewish community members with various touch points for social 
justice throughout their lives. We exist to make social justice opportunities 
accessible and available to as many Jewish community members as possible.

Our ‘Step Up’ education program engages young people between the ages of 
12-13 in a diverse and unique social justice journey for their B’nei Mitzvah year. 
Through this program we attract young people across the community, from 
people who are typically not engaged in Jewish communal life to those who 
are engaged. 
Topics are all grounded in core Jewish values and connected to Tikkun Olam 
'repairing the world'.

This work is continued through our ongoing association with several Jewish 
schools and synagogues across VIC and NSW, where we lend our educational
and social justice expertise to their curriculum, running various social justice 
themed activities with high school students of all ages—as requested by 
schools. 
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Our Education programs are made possible with the generous support of the Gandel Foundation

In 2022 we made the strategic decision to combine our Step Up and School programs and
recruited our first ever Manager of Education Programs, Dan Samowitz. 

91 Step Up participants across VIC and NSW
At the end of the program, over 70% of Step Up
participants indicated they were confident to talk
about social justice and global issues
Partnerships with six Jewish Day schools
Produced 23 bespoke programs for schools
Developed engaging programs for students across
years 5-12
Engaged over 1,400 Jewish students across VIC and
NSW in empowering and thought provoking, social
justice themed programs all from a Jewish lens

Achievements:
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"I think Jewish people and First Nations
people have much in common and that as

a community we can be strong allies. As
Jews we must continually combat

prejudice - whether it be antisemitism or
racism - and inequity."

 
(Adam, a Come Together participant)

91% of participants have
reported they feel an
increased understanding
of First Nations histories.

83% of participants
feel there is a Jewish
responsibility towards
First Nations justice.

First Nations truth telling
conversations.

Our newest program, Come Together,
launched in 2021. It is centred on
structured conversations that are co-
facilitated by Jewish and First Nations
facilitators with the aim of bringing First
Nations voices, stories and histories into
Jewish households and institutions in
order to build the community's capacity
to act as allies for First Nations peoples.
The conversations are focussed on truth-
telling about First Nations history, stories
and culture.

To make this program as authentic and
impactful as possible, we've partnered
with Children's Ground, which is an Alice
Spring's-based organisation led by First
Nations communities to create new
futures for children filled with promise,
hope and empowerment. They are
creating a world where First Nations
children can have agency over their
social, cultural, political and economic
future, be free from trauma and suffering,
enjoy equity and safety, and grow into
adulthood feeling happy and able to
enjoy their identity, health and wellbeing.

We are currently exploring a new
partnership with The Gaimaragal Group
in NSW so we can launch our Come
Together program in Sydney. 8



We are pleased to report that our first Derech
Eretz trip in over 2.5 years was able to run again
in July 2022! 

We are already planning for our next trip,
Derech Eretz 18-27 January 2023. 
For more info, please email Tahlia:
firstnationspartnerships@standup.org.au

Derech Eretz was a powerful
window into a successful long-
standing relationship that the
Jewish community have built
with Australia's First Nations
people. Growing up in
Toowoomba, only 2 hours away
from Boggabilla and Toomelah, I
grew up blinded to the beauty
and complexity of Aboriginal
communities. Now having had
the opportunity to listen to First
Nations stories first-hand for a
whole week and spend hours
playing with the local children, I
feel I've been given a new start
in life. A new start to learn,
question and soak in the
knowledge and wisdom of First
Nations peoples so that I can
appropriately play my part in
closing the gap between their
communities and the rest of
Australia. 
Shaina - Dereh Eretz participant

Movie night and Q&A ‘Always Was,
Always Will be’ with Aunty Madeline
McGrady via zoom and attended by 50
Jewish community members and 5 First
Nations panellists
Derech Eretz Alumni attended Tent
Embassy 50th Anniversary in Canberra
with Aunty Madge
Mini-trip in April 2022 allowed our team
to re-connect with community members
March 2022, Gomeroi Nations Tour -
Stand Up supported the Boggabilla leg
of Gomeroi and Wodi Wodi musician Kobi
Dee. This was attended by 200
community members.

17 years of friendship and counting. 

Stand Up has a special and enduring
relationship with the First Nations
communities of Toomelah and Boggabilla.
Our program, Derech Eretz, is the
foundational stone on which this partnership
and friendship is built. Derech Eretz offers
Jewish volunteers the opportunity to travel to
community and coordinate holiday programs
for kids and young people, learning from
them and community elders at the same
time.

Although it was a challenging couple of
years, not being able to run programs during
COVID-19, we still had some big
achievements:

"

"
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SUCCESS STORY*

Lucy is one of our volunteers. She was
paired with Marta at the start of 2022. Lucy
gained Marta's trust after Marta could not
locate her daughter. At the time, Marta's
daughter was hospitalised, but navigating
all the phone calls was difficult for Marta.
Lucy's tireless efforts to help Marta meant
so much to her, that Lucy is now referred to
as her sister.

*Names have been changed to protect the
identities of these individuals. 

In 2023, we will be launching some exciting new programs in this space, that
have the potential to be life changing. For more information, please contact 
gali@standup.org.au

Refugee partnerships - overcoming cultural and systemic barriers.

In partnership with CMY-CSG (Centre for Multicultural Youth - Community Support Group) we
have been facilitating meaningful, mutually beneficial one-on-one relationships between South
Sudanese or Sudanese refugees and their Jewish “buddies”. This work goes to the core values of
Stand Up — bridging the divide between social justice and our Jewish values and heritage. By
working together, we forge bonds of understanding and respect between our communities while
educating and inspiring our Jewish community.

While some partnerships were successful, others found it more difficult to overcome the
challenges set by COVID-19 restrictions and the inability to meet each other in person.
In our latest meeting with the CMY-CSG management team, we reflected on the past
year and the lessons learnt. We look forward to building rapport
between the two communities over the coming year. 

Both Stand Up and CMY-CSG cherish this relationship and the potential is has to educate and
bring diversity to both communities.

1 0
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We welcomed as the newest supported member of the JCA Family of
Communal Organisations

We were honoured to reveal that Stand Up has been invited to join the JCA; the first
organisation to join in ten years! JCA has been the hub of NSW and ACT Jewish
communities since 1967. During this time JCA has connected the needs of the most
vulnerable in our society with vital services in aged care, community care,
engagement & culture, education, history & heritage, social justice & outreach and
security & advocacy. These services are provided by the 25 organisations that JCA
supports through effective fundraising and collaboration with constituents, donors,
volunteers and other community stakeholders.

Stand Up, to be welcomed as organisation number 25, has been recognised for our
leading work in the social justice arena and the unique and powerful way we engage
the Jewish community. This is an incredible achievement for Stand Up. It’s recognition
of the hard work our team have been putting in over the years in NSW. We are
honoured to be welcomed into this distinguished group, and we are excited to
explore the potential of future partnerships.

ACHIEVEMENTS

Online event ‘Escape from Manus Island’ 

Supported by Plus61J Media, the Refugee Council of Australia (RCOA) and B'nai
B'rith, we gave people the opportunity to hear how Viktor Frankl inspired Jaivet
Ealom’s extraordinary and meticulous escape from offshore detention on Manus
island.
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ACHIEVEMENTS

Launch of Come Together Program in partnership with Children's
Ground

Stand Up for Afghanistan

In response to the fall of Kabul on 15 August 2021, Stand Up published an open letter
to then Prime Minister, Scott Morrison, stating "our values and experiences as Jewish
people profoundly shape our reaction to those fearing and fleeing persecution. We
are writing to Scott Morrison as members of the Jewish community who are deeply
distressed by the unfolding humanitarian crisis in Afghanistan and we are urging him
to take further action in response to this calamity”. This letter was signed by 623
supporters and shows our ability to act quickly and mobilise the community to take
action in response to a humanitarian crisis.

This was followed by an online event, hosted in partnership with the Asylum Seeker
Resource Centre (ASRC) a panel event of speakers from Afghanistan spoke about
their experiences and raised awareness about what was happening in Afghanistan. 

Our Come Together truth telling program, developed in partnership with Children’s
Ground in Melbourne, launched in August 2021.  The launch, held at Justin Art
House Museum, was well attended by members of the community and we were
honoured to hear from CEO of Children's Ground, Jane  Vadiveloo. 

This program is now an integrant part of Stand Up's offerings, and we look
forward to launching in Sydney before the end of 2023.
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IN MEMORY
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Stand Up would like to pay our respects to Ayen Garang Dut, a
respected member of her community who sadly passed away earlier
this year. Ayen was also a participant in Stand Up's Our Journey
Program. 

Ayen, pictured above with her partner in the Our Journey Program,
Monica, and Elizabeth Majok (CMY-CSG Project Coordinator)



THANK YOU

Major Donors

Sunraysia Foundation
P Family
Spotlight Charitable Foundation
Jack & Robert Smorgon Families Foundation
Judy Avisar
Louis & Marilyn Gross
Xenia Foundation
Orloff Family Charitable Trust
UHG Foundation
Justin Family Foundation
Lane & Arnold Shmerling
Kalus Kenny Intelex
Kalus Family
Leo and Mina Fink Fund
Sian Darling
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Stand Up is a supported member of the
JCA Family of Communal Organisations. 

We thank our NSW supporters who 
donate to us through JCA.

Grants

This Annual Report would not have been 
possible without the design work of 

Jordana Kornfeld



THANK YOU
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Adamama Farm
Asylum Seeker Resource Centre
Australian Jewish Funders
Bialik College
B'nai Brith
CCare
Emanuel College
Emanuel Synagogue
FareShare 
Habonim Dror
Kehilat Kesher
King David School
Koori Kinnections
Melbourne Jewish Museum
Moriah College
Mount Scopus Memorial College
Mount Sinai College
NSTE
OLAM
Plus 61J
Refugee Council of Australia
Shira Hadasha
The Big Issue

Partners

Program Partners

Children's Ground
CMY-CSG
The People of Toomelah & Boggabilla

Pro Bono Support

ABL Lawyers
Deloitte Australia

Staff

We thank the following staff who finished 
at Stand Up over the last year:

Max Korman
Taryn Langman
Isabelle Nahon
Shai Pik

Gid and Hannah

A very big thank you to Gid Reisner (CEO)
and Hannah Hammerschlag  (General
Manager) who finished up in 2021. It
wouldn't have been easy to lead an
organisation during two years of
lockdown, but they achieved incredible
results. Gid's work on Stand Up's strategic
review and Theory of Change has ensured
the sustainability of our organisation. Both
Gid and Hannah have remained
supportive of Stand Up and the work
achieved in this annual report would not
have been possible without them. 



FINANCIALS


